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Abstract. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has become an indispensable tool in the medical field, enabling the detection of critical abnormalities 
affecting various organs within the human body. Despite its inherent complexity, the development of automated or semi-automated detection and 
recognition techniques has made significant strides. In this paper, we present an innovative approach for the automatic multi and full segmentation 
of tumor regions within MRI scans. An enhanced region-growing method founded on the Quasi-Monte Carlo sampling and constrained k-means 
algorithm is presented in this paper, we define distinct classes to facilitate precise segmentation. The efficacy of our technique is evaluated through a 
range of metrics, demonstrating its robust performance. The proposed fully automated multi-segmentation method showcases superior results and 
holds potential to supplant conventional techniques for tumor detection in MRI images. 
 
Streszczenie. Rezonans magnetyczny (MRI) stał si  ę niezast  ąpionym narz ̨edziem w medycynie, umo ̇zliwiaj  ącym wykrycie krytycznych niepraw- 
idłowo ́sci wpływaj  ̨acych na ró ̇zne narz  ̨ady w organizmie człowieka. Pomimo swojej nieodł  ̨acznej zło ̇zono ́sci, rozwój zautomatyzowanych lub 
półautomatycznych technik wykrywania i rozpoznawania poczynił znaczne post  ̨epy. W artykule przedstawiamy innowacyjne podej ́scie do 
automatycznej wieloi pełnej segmentacji obszarów nowotworowych w obrazach MRI. W artykule przedstawiono ulepszon  ̨a metod  ̨e powi  ększania 
regionów opart  ą na próbkowaniu Quasi-Monte Carlo i ograniczonym algorytmie k- ́srednich. Definiujemy odr  ębne klasy, aby ułatwi ć precyzyjn  ̨a 
segmentacj  ę. Skuteczno ́s ́c naszej techniki ocenia si  ̨e za pomoc  ̨a szeregu wska ́zników, co pokazuje jej solidne działanie. Proponowana w pełni 
zautomatyzowana metoda wielosegmentacyjna zapewnia doskonałe wyniki i mo ̇ze zast  ̨api ́c konwencjonalne techniki wykrywania nowotworów na 
obrazach MRI. (Automatyczna metoda wielosegmentacyjna do wykrywania nowotworu w obrazach MRI przy użyciu metody ograniczonych 
kmean i metody Quasi Monte Carlo wzrostu regionu) 
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Introduction  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has revolutionized 
medical diagnosis and treatment by enabling non-invasive 
visualization of internal structures. Detecting abnormalities 
in organs is crucial for timely medical interventions. 
Automation of this process has gained prominence due to 
the sheer volume and complexity of MRI data. This paper 
introduces an automatic method for the multi-segmentation 
of tumor regions in MRI scans, leveraging an innovative 
combination of the quasi-Monte Carlo method and the 
Expectation Maximization algorithm. MRI segmentation can 
be done using three different methods, such as manual, 
semi-automatic and full automatic techniques [6]. For 
manual MRI segmentation, which is the most common 
technique, the segmentation is done by a doctor or an 
expert, and its accuracy depend on the performance and 
the knowledge of the doctor. Full automatic segmentation 
technique is an autonomous process and which need 
evolved algorithms for calculation and recog- nition. Medical 
image processing methods, used for full automatic 
segmentation, are classified into four main categories [6, 
15]: Threshold based techniques, such as otsu and kapur 
thresholding, and adaptive thresholding [13] The second 
category is the region-based technique, such as region 
growing [9] and watershed [11] Third, the classification 
techniques that need a training phase, such as SVM and 
KNN and clustering methods, such as K-means and EM 
mixture [6] The last category is contour detection, such as 
ACM, GVF, VFC [16] and level set [1]. Many researchers 
have presented full automatic and hybridized MRI image 
segmentation model. Lu et al. [9] used an improved region 
growing algorithm initialized by the QMC method for liver 
segmentation. In their turn, W. Y. Zhanfang, and Hongbiao 
[19] used an improved PCNN method to perform automatic 
segmentation, however, their method was not applied for 
the segmented more complex areas. Kuwazuru et al. [8] 

used hybrid method by combining ANN with the level-set 
method for segmentation of multiple sclerosis lesion (MS) of 
the brain. Their method is based on a concatenation. of 
ANN and level set, but their method was unable to detect 
small areas. D. Veloz, and Allende [4] used modified EM to 
segment MRI images. In this paper, we employed 
enhancement and denoising filters to preprocess the image. 
Subsequently, we used the Kapur thresholding method to 
locate the region of interest (ROI). Then, we applied the 
quasi Monte Carlo method to generate a large number of 
seeds (Quasi Random Sampling). These seeds were 
grouped into k classes using an  improved version of the K-
means method, referred to as constrained K-means, where 
the spatial dependency of the samples is taken into 
account. The classification is established within a Naive 
Bayesian framework. After selecting the optimal seed for 
each cluster, we initialize our improved region growing 
approach. 
 
Method 
0.1 Preprocessing  

As depicted in Figure 1, our approach is structured 
around three primary stages: preprocessing, localization, 
and segmentation and recognition. Initially, we employed 
the deformable model proposed by Rifai et al. [14] to 
remove the skull. Subsequently, we applied contrast 
enhancement to accentuate high-frequency regions using 
sigmoid filtering, as outlined in the work by Lu et al. [9]. The 
sigmoid filter modifies the distribution of gray levels to 
enhance dissimilarities between neighboring regions. The 
gray level of the resulting image is calculated using the 
equation: 
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Here, p signifies the gray level of the input image, Imax and 
Imin represent the maximum and minimum gray levels of the 
output image, respectively. α corresponds to the width of 
the intensity range of the input image, and β indicates the 
central point of this range.  

 
Fig.1. Overview flowchart of image preprocessing 
 
Subsequently, we employed the thresholding method based 
on the Kapur algorithm [13] to isolate the tumor region, 
which stands out due to its enhanced color. We computed 
the entropies of the object HROI and the background HBg 
using the following equations: 
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the maximum values of HROI (t) and HBg(t). 
Next, we applied morphological processing to decrease the 
number of connected regions. Afterward, we labeled 
regions consisting of connected pixels and identified the 
region with the highest pixel count as the Region of Interest 
(ROI). 
 
0.2 Segmentation  
 In this section, we introduce a new segmentation 
approach comprised of three pivotal steps, which is an 
improved iteration of the method proposed in [23]. The 
initial step involves seed generation, followed by seed 
clustering into k-classes in the subsequent step. Ultimately, 
the multi-segmentation is executed after the optimal seeds 
are selected. The segmentation procedure is visually 
depicted in Figure 2. The strength of the constrained k-
means method lies in its capacity to consider neighboring 
pixels during the classification process, in contrast to the 
EM algorithm. This characteristic contributes to a more 
homogeneous classification. The objective of the Quasi 
Monte Carlo method is to generate a discrepancy sequence 
of pixels L in our Region (ROI). To ensure the good 
coverage of the ROI, we generated the sequence in a 
rectangle (referenced as RECT) that covers the area and 
which has the following parameters 

xmin = min(row) xmax = max(row) 

ymin = min(col ) ymax = max(col) 
Where row and col are, respectively, the Cartesian 
coordinate vectors of the mask ROI. the Halton sequence 
was adopted to generate the points with: 

xi = xmin + [(xmax −  xmin)  × h2 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: segmentation flowchart 
 

yi = ymin + [(ymax −  ymin)  × h3 
 

with [xi] is the nearest integer to xi, h2 and h3 are 
respectively Halton coefficient of base 2 and 3, In the end of 
this step we obtain a set of points SL inside RECT. we used 
a mask M of ROI to get a subset Sl from SL , this sets can 
be written as: 
SL = {p1, p2, ・ ・ ・ , pL} where pi = (xi, yi) and 
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with Sl = {p'1, ` p'2, ・ ・ ・ , p'l} where p'j  Sl and Sl  SL 
 
0.2.1 Seeds clustering  
 We employed a statistical method to partition the subset 
Sl into k classes denoted as Ci, where i = 1, . . . , k. This 
clustering process enabled the creation of pixel subsets 
corresponding to distinct regions within our Region of 
Interest (ROI). To achieve this, we utilized the constrained 
k-means algorithm within a naive Bayesian framework [22]. 
Notably, this algorithm excels in providing optimal 
classification by incorporating neighboring pixel information. 
To further enhance the effectiveness of these classes, the 
constrained k-means algorithm initializes the parameter 
vector with the state n, and subsequently, we maximize the 
à posteriori probability to estimate the new state class 
parameters (n + 1).  
 
0.2.2 K-Means Clustering  
 K-Means clustering is an unsupervised algorithm that is 
used to form different clusters of data sets so that they can 
be grouped together . A cluster is a collection of similar 
(homogeneous) data objects in one cluster and diverse 
(heterogeneous) data on objects in another cluster (see 
figure. 5). K-means is a clustering algorithm based on 
optimizing the criteria function. If the sample data is 
presented as aggregate X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, xi is a d-
dimensional vector, and suppose the number of clusters is 
k, the initial K-means center is Ci(0). The similarity 
measurement adopts Euclidean istance, as for α and β. 

       TD  

Grouping criteria adopt the number of squared errors. 
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The steps in the K-Means clustering as follows: 
1. Initialization of parameters: specify cluster k and center, 
initial K-Means Ci(0) are specified as random data points, 
where j = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
2. Repeat revision: allocates each xi data from the data set 
X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} to class Cp(l) when: 
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Where l for iterations. p, q = 1, 2, . . . , n, p ≠ q, I = 1, 2, . . . , 
n. 
3. Update center cluster center: new cluster center on l+1 
calculation 
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Where Nj is the amount of data in the cluster j. 
4. Stop the iteration if Ci(l + 1) = Ci(l) or |Ci(l +1)Ci(l)| < ϵ, if 
not repeat to step 2. 
 
 Original Image         Adjusted Image      Region of Interest Mask 

 
 
  Tumor region          Classification using k-means 

             
 
Fig. 3: Detection and classification process 
 
0.3 Naive Bayes Classifier 
 To enhance the classification process, we utilize a 
Naive Bayes Classifier in conjunction with K-means. This 
combination demonstrates commendable performance 
when compared to other classifiers, owing to its simplicity, 
lower computational complexity, minimal memory demands, 
and strong predictive accuracy. The calculation of the Naive 
Bayes Classifier is delineated as follows (see figure. 4): 
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Where, posterior probability, )( XCP , is calculated using 

Class Prior Probability )(CP , Predictor Prior Probability 

)( XP and Likelihood )( CXP . The a posteriori 

estimation is achieved using iterated conditional mode [28]. 
The proposed method considers input data sets with 
attribute values as numerical and Gaussian distributions. 
For the Gaussian distribution the mean (μ) and standard 
deviation (σ) need to be calculated using the formula: 
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The clustering process is considered as an initiator to our 
segmentation method. Each class must have an initial seed 

iseedP . Figure. 5, the initiator seed must verify this condition 
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         (a)               (b) 
(a) Tumor classification using classical Kmeans 
(b) Tumor classification using constrained K-means 
 
Fig. 4: MAP estimation of image classification using iterated 
conditional mode 
 
0.3.1 Multi Segmentation 
 After selecting the initial seeds, the segmentation 
process for each class will be carried out using a modified 
region-growing method. The primary inconveniences 
associated with the classical region-growing approach are 
related to the selection of the initial seed and the 
homogeneity criteria, as noted by [9].  

 
Fig. 5: distribution of points in k classes k = 3 

 
The goal of the growth stage is to expand the region by 

incorporating neighboring pixels. This is achieved through a 
similarity measure that identifies connected pixels. 
Consequently, if the initial seed is placed in an area with 
significant inhomogeneity, the similarity measure may lead 
to substantial changes, potentially causing the growth 
process to halt prematurely. Thus, it is crucial to select 
starting points in the most homogeneous areas whenever 
possible. 

On the other hand, a poor criterion could result in either 
only a partial region being covered or an excessively larger 
part than the region being included. Pixels are incorporated 
into the region based on the validity of the homogeneity 
criterion. To address this, we have initiated the 
segmentation process using an approach denoted as 
Pseedi for each class. To prevent overlaps between regions 
and maintain the integrity of segmented edges, gradient 
intensity information is utilized. For more comprehensive 
details about the segmentation process, please refer to 
Algorithm 1. 
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Discussion and Experimental results 
0.4 Materials and Database 
 We developed and tested our approach using 
Matlab 2018b as simulation software running on ubuntu 
16.4 operating system, with cpu 2,20 GHz and processor 
intel core i7 with 8 GMb of Memory (RAM). We used 2 
images from Brats Miccai 2015 database [20,21], which 
contain low-grade and hight-grade images of subjects 
segmented by radiologists into four sub-compositions of 
tumors. 
 
0.5 Result and discussion 

We used median filter to reduce the noise of the MRI 
images. Multi-segmenting was achieved using improved 
region growing methods initialized with constrained kmeans 
algorithm and Quasi Monte Carlo algorithms. The MRI 
images have been segmented into two regions, i.e., k equal 
to 2, in order to recognize two zones. These two classes 
correspond to edema (R1) and enhanced tumor (R2). 
Figure.6 (a,d) shows the MRI images of the open access 
database. Figure.6 (b,e) corresponds to the reference 
images made by the expert radiologist, and Figure6(c,f) 
represents the segmentation results using the method 
developed in this study. 

In the aim to evaluate the performance of our approach. 
We use the confusion matrix. [17] to compute multiple 
Metrics in order to evaluate the performance of our 
approach, In order to measure the amount of overlap 
between the ground truth and our segmentation using three 
metrics (Dice, Sensitivity, Specificity) high value 
corresponds to a high level of overlap between the field and 
the reference. 
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where TP: true positive is the number of tumor pixels 
correctly detected, TN: true negative is the number of non 
tumor pixels correctly not detected, FP: false positive 
correspond to non-tumor pixels have been incorrectly 
detected as tumor pixels, FN: false negative is the number 
of non tumor pixels falsely detected. Thereafter, two metrics 
have been calculated, Hausdorff Distance (HD) and the 
mean minimum distance. Hausdorff Distance was 
calculated using the equation (see Table.2): 

 

 
Fig. 6: (a,d): Original images, (b,e): segmentation of the expert, 
(c,f): segmented images using our approach. 
 
HD(Distance Hausdorff) = HD(A,B)max(h(a, b), h(b, a)) 
 
with h(a, b) = maxa� A(minb� B ||a − b||) 
AV D = max(d(A,B), d(B,A)) 
 

Table 1. illustrates the accuracy and sensitivity performance 
of the method developed in this research. The results 
showed that dice changes in the range of 0.85 to 0.91 for 
Edema and from 0.77 to 0.84 for Enhanced tumor and the 
sensitivity changes in the range of 0.75 to 0.84 for Edema 
and from 0.64 to 0.65 for Enhanced tumor. 
 
Table 1. Performance analysis of our method 
 Dice Sensitivity Specificity 
images R1  R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 
1 90,12 71,35 80,25 54,92 100 99 
2 89,73 82,14 80,54 68,55 100 99 
3 91,44 76,90 84,28 63,80 100 99 
4 90,12 71,54 81,35 55,43 100 98 
5 85,38 75,14 75,92 65,34 98 98 
 

Table 2. presents the range of Average Volume 
Difference (AVD) for both edema and enhanced tumor, 
which varies between 0.010 to 0. and 0.02 to 0.25, 
respectively. Additionally, the Hausdorff Distance (HD) 
ranges from 2 to 10.44 pixels for edema and 2.23 to 10 
pixels for enhanced tumor. These results serve as strong 
evidence affirming the excellent performance of the 
automatic segmentation approach developed in this study. 
 
Table 2. Distance analysis of the fully automatic segmentation 
approach 
 Images 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
HD R1 3.7454 4.0125 5.1551 1.712 1.8021 8.5421 

R2 9.8284 4,1126 2,0084 4,7541 2,9123 9,1191 
AVD R1 0,1207 0,1018 0,0895 0,0951 0,0152 0,0954 

R2 0,3251 0,0124 0,0124 0,0541 0,0184 0,1542 
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Table 3. displays the spatial performance outcomes 
achieved by our approach. These results closely align with 
those provided by experts, validating the efficacy of the fully 
automated segmentation approach developed herein. 
Furthermore, our findings underscore the significance of 

gradient information in reducing overlap between adjacent 
segmented regions. Notably, this technique exhibits rapid 
processing capabilities as it exclusively addresses areas of 
interest, obviating the need for tumor recognition training. 

 
Table 3. Performance analysis of our method 

 Dice (%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%) 
     Authors                     Desription Core Enhanced Core Enhanced Core Enhanced 
Proposed work        QMC + Constrained Kmeans + RG 0.82 80,25 0.78 0.70 0.99 1 
Hachemi [23]           QMC + EM + RG 0.80 0.71 0.72 0.57 0.9 0.8 
Vaidhya [24]            Multimodal image + Autoencoder 0.68 0.64 0.66 0.74 0.71 0.53 
Pereira [25]             CNN 0.76 0.73 0.90 0.72 0.86 0.81 
Ellwaa [27]              Random orest + Iterative training 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.99 1 
Demirhan [26]         wavelets + ANN 0.77 - 0.73 - 0.95 - 

 
 
Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study has successfully introduced a 
novel fully automatic multi-segmentation technique for brain 
tumor detection. Our approach involved a comprehensive 
series of image processing steps to enhance the quality of 
MRI images and accurately identify regions of interest. 
Specifically, we applied enhancement and denoising filters 
to preprocess 

the MRI images, followed by the application of Kapur 
thresholding to isolate the regions of interest. For multi-
segmentation, we employed an innovative approach by 
initializing the region-growing method with a hybrid 
technique combining K-means clustering with a Naive 
Bayesian approach. To further refine our results, we 
maximized the a posteriori probability through an Iterated 
Conditional Mode approach, and improved the region-
growing process by incorporating a Quasi Monte Carlo 
sampling method. The outcomes of our study have 
demonstrated impressive performance, suggesting that our 
approach has the potential to replace conventional 
techniques for brain tumor detection. The combination of 
image enhancement, advanced segmentation, and 
probability maximization contributes to the robustness and 
accuracy of our method, making it a promising 
advancement in the field of medical image analysis 
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